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Description
Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USER PAIRING

BETWEEN APPLICATIONS
Technical Field

[1] A system and a method for user pairing between applications are provided.

Background Art
[2] With the development of Internet technology, the advertising market using various

types of services, such as websites provided through the Internet, is growing dra

matically. Such advertising using websites has been known as an efficient advertising

method as compared with advertising costs because user accessibility is excellent and

there is a high probability that the advertising will be connected to reach purchase. As

the popularity of such advertising using websites is increased, a ratio of advertising

displayed in websites is increased day by day.

[3] As unwanted advertising is frequently exposed to a user when the user uses a

website, advertising is not useful information, but advertising becomes a pollution that

gives user stress.

[4] Accordingly, a targeting advertising method of providing a user with custom-tailored

advertising has emerged. Particularly, a retargeting advertising method is a method of

providing advertising to a user by analyzing information about the service use history

of the user through the Internet, in other words, visited pages, retrieved goods, and

clicked goods. The retargeting advertising method is efficient because only necessary

advertising may be exposed to a user and a sponsor may also provide corresponding

advertising to a user who needs goods or service provided by the sponsor. For this

reason, the retargeting advertising method is chiefly adopted by websites having a

large number of visitors.

[5] However, a conventional retargeting advertising method is problematic in that re

targeting advertising may be provided to a user only when the user uses a corre

sponding terminal because service use history information is collected only in the cor

responding terminal used by the user. For example, if a user searches for information

related to specific goods using a specific web service in a specific computer and clicks

on the information, advertising related to the specific goods may be provided to the

user only when the user uses the specific computer. If the user uses the same web

service using a smart phone, however, retargeting advertising is not provided to the

user.

[6] Such a problem is generated because various smart devices, such as computers and

smart phones, have Unique Device Identifications (UDIDs) for identifying the smart



devices. If a user uses the same service using different terminals, a service provider

does not recognize that the same user uses the same service.

[7] Furthermore, if the same user uses the same service using a different application even

in the same terminal, a service provider does not recognize that the terminal used by

the same user is the same terminal because the terminal has a different UDID

depending on an application due to the security problem of a manufacturer.

[8] The above information disclosed in this Background section is only for enhancement

of understanding of the background of the invention, and therefore it may contain in

formation that does not form the prior art that is already known in this country to a

person of ordinary skill in the art.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[9] An exemplary embodiment is provided to pair corresponding applications or

terminals with an identical user although a user uses a plurality of applications or a

plurality of terminals.

[10] An exemplary embodiment is provided with advertising retargeted and provided to

the user through a plurality of applications or terminals after checking the service use

history of the user.

Solution to Problem
[11] An exemplary embodiment of the present invention provides a system for user

pairing between applications, including a user ID unit for identifying a user using in

formation about a first user ID of the user who accesses a first service through a first

application or a second application; an application pairing unit for recognizing that the

first application and the second application are used by the same user based on the first

user ID information and pairing the first application and the second application with

the user, if the user accesses the first service using the first user ID information through

the second application after accessing the first service using the first user ID in

formation through the first application; and an application pairing information

generation unit for generating application pairing information related to the pairing.

[12] The application pairing unit may pair the first application and the second application

with the user by matching a first Unique Device Identification (UDID) of the first ap

plication with a second UDID of the second application based on the first user ID in

formation.

[13] If the user accesses the first service through a third application using the first user ID

information, the application pairing unit may recognize that the first application, the

second application, and the third application are used by the same user based on the

first user ID information and pair the first application, the second application, and the



third application with the user.

[14] If the user accesses a second service different from the first service using second user

ID information different from the first user ID information through the first ap

plication, the application pairing unit may recognize that the first application and the

second application are used by the same user using the application pairing information

although the user does not access the second service through the second application.

[15] The system for user pairing between applications may further include an advertising

providing unit for selecting advertising corresponding to first service use information

that is information related to the history of the first service used by the user and

providing the selected advertising to the first application or the second application

paired with the user using the application pairing information.

[16] The first service use information may include one or more of log information, search

information, and click history information in the first service.

[17] The system for user pairing between applications may further include an advertising

providing unit for selecting advertising corresponding to second service use in

formation that is information related to the history of the second service used by the

user and providing the selected advertising to the first application or the second ap

plication paired with the user using the application pairing information.

[18] The second service use information may include one or more of log information,

search information, and click history information in the second service.

[19] The first application and the second application may be included in different

terminals.

[20] The first application and the second application may be included in the same

terminal.

[21] Another embodiment of the present invention provides a method for user pairing

between applications, including the steps of identifying a user using information about

a first user ID of the user who accesses a first service through a first application or a

second application; recognizing that the first application and the second application are

used by the same user based on the first user ID information and pairing the first ap

plication and the second application with the user, if the user accesses the first service

using the first user ID information through the second application after accessing the

first service using the first user ID information through the first application; and

generating application pairing information related to the pairing.

[22] The pairing step may include pairing the first application and the second application

with the user by matching a first Unique Device Identification (UDID) of the first ap

plication with a second UDID of the second application based on the first user ID in

formation.

[23] The method may further include a step of, if the user accesses the first service



through a third application using the first user ID information, recognizing that the first

application, the second application, and the third application are used by the same user

based on the first user ID information and pairing the first application, the second ap

plication, and the third application with the user.
[24] The method may further include a step of, if the user accesses a second service

different from the first service using second user ID information different from the first

user ID information through the first application, recognizing that the first application

and the second application are used by the same user using the application pairing in

formation although the user does not access the second service through the second ap

plication.

[25] The method may further include a step of selecting advertising corresponding to first

service use information that is information related to the history of the first service

used by the user and providing the selected advertising to the first application or the

second application paired with the user using the application pairing information. The

method may further include a step of selecting advertising corresponding to second

service use information that is information related to the history of the second service

used by the user and providing the selected advertising to the first application or the

second application paired with the user using the application pairing information.

[26] The second service use information may include one or more of log information,

search information, and click history information in the second service.

[27] The first application and the second application may be included in different

terminals.

[28] The first application and the second application may be included in the same

terminal.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[29] An exemplary embodiment may provide a system and a method for user pairing

between applications, wherein although a user uses a plurality of applications or a

plurality of terminals, corresponding applications or terminals may be paired with the

user by pairing a first application and a second application with the user based on a

first user ID information if the user accesses a first service using the first user ID in

formation through the first application and then accesses the first service using the first

user ID information through the second application, and advertising may be retargeted

and provided to the user through a plurality of applications or terminals after checking

the service use history of the user.

Brief Description of Drawings
[30] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a system for user pairing between ap

plications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.



[31] FIGS. 2 and 3 are diagrams showing a first implementation example of a system for

user pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[32] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a second implementation example of a system for user

pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[33] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for user pairing between applications in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[34] ereinafter, the present invention is described in detail with reference to the ac

companying drawings. A repeated description and a detailed description of known

functions and constructions that may make the gist of the present invention unnec

essarily vague are omitted. Embodiments of the present invention are provided in order

to fully describe the present invention to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the

shapes, sizes, etc. of elements in the drawings may be enlarged for clarity of de

scription.

[35] In the entire specification, unless explicitly described otherwise, the word

comprise ' and variations, such as ' comprises ' or ' comprising ' , will be un

derstood to imply the inclusion of stated elements but not the exclusion of any other

elements.

[36] Furthermore, a term, such as ... unit' , ' ... device ' , or ' ...module' , refers to a

unit for processing at least one function or operation, and it may be implemented by

hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and software.

[37] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a system for user pairing between ap

plications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 1, the system 100 for user pairing between applications in ac

cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may operate while

operating in conjunction with a first application 10 and a second application 20. The

first application 10 and the second application 20 may be implemented in such a way

as to be installed in respective terminals (not shown).

[38] In an exemplary embodiment, the terminal is a device in which applications for

executing various functions may be installed and executed and may be one or more of

a personal computer, a smart phone, smart TV, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), and

a tablet computer. The first application 10 and the second application 20 may access a

predetermined service through the Internet and execute a corresponding function. The

system 100 for user pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention may be configured to include a user ID unit 110, an



application pairing unit 120, an application pairing information generation unit 130, an

application pairing information storage unit 140, and an advertising providing unit 150.

The system 100 for user pairing between applications shown in FIG. 1 is only an

exemplary embodiment. All the blocks of FIG. 1 are not essential constituent elements,

and some of the blocks may be changed or deleted or one or more additional blocks

may be added to the blocks of FIG. 1 in other exemplary embodiments.

[39] In an exemplary embodiment, the system 100 for user pairing between applications

may be implemented in the form of one server or may be included in one server. In the

present embodiment, the system 100 for user pairing between applications may be a

service provider server or may be included in a service provider server.

[40] In another exemplary embodiment, the system 100 for user pairing between ap

plications may be implemented in the form of two or more servers or may be included

in two or more servers. For example, the user ID unit 100, the application pairing unit

120, the application pairing information generation unit 130, and the application

pairing information storage unit 140 may correspond to a service provider server, or

they may be included in a service provider server. The advertising providing unit 150

may be an advertising provider server or may be included in an advertising provider

server.

[41] The user ID unit 110 identifies a user based on information about the first user ID of

the user who accesses a first service through the first application 10 or the second ap

plication 20. In an exemplary embodiment, the first service may be a portal service that

provides a web mail service, an online game service, news information providing

service, or various types of services through the Internet in the form of a web site. Fur

thermore, the first user ID information is information for identifying a user and may be

the ID of a user. The user ID unit 110 identifies a user when the user accesses a

specific service using his or her ID through an application. If a user accesses the first

service using first user ID information through the first application 10 and then

accesses the first service using the first user ID information through the second ap

plication 20, the application pairing unit 120 recognizes that the first application 10

and the second application 20 are application used by the same user based on the first

user ID information and pairs the first application 10 and the second application 20

with the user.

[42] The application pairing unit 120 may pair the first application and the second ap

plication with the user by matching a first UDID of the first application 10 with a

second UDID of the second application 20 based on the first user ID information.

[43] As described in Background of the Invention, a service provider does not recognize

that applications installed in different terminals are used by the same user because the

applications have different UDIDs. Furthermore, a service provider does not recognize



that a terminal is the same terminal because different applications have different

UDIDs although the different applications are installed in the same terminal.

[44] Accordingly, if a user accesses a specific service using the same user ID information

through the different applications 10 and 20, the application pairing unit 120 matches

UDIDs of the applications 10 and 20 with each other so that the applications 10 and 20

may be recognized as applications used by the same user. Likewise, if the user

accesses the first service through a third application (not shown) using the first user ID

information, the application pairing unit 120 may recognize that the first application

10, the second application 20, and the third application 30 are used by the same user

based on the first user ID information and may pair the first application 10, the second

application 20, and the third application 30 with the user.

[45] Through the operation of the application pairing unit 120, the system 100 for user

pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention may pair a plurality of terminals or a plurality of applications with a

user and a service provider may recognize that specific terminals and specific ap

plications are used by the same user.

[46] The pairing information generation unit 130 generates application pairing in

formation related to pairing performed by the application pairing unit 120, and the

pairing information storage unit 140 stores generated application pairing information.

In an exemplary embodiment, the pairing information storage unit 140 may be im

plemented in the form of a database included in a service provider server or may be

included in a database.

[47] If application pairing information is generated through such pairing and stored, the

application pairing unit 120 may recognize that a specific application is used by the

same user based on the stored application pairing information without performing an

additional pairing process although the same user accesses another service using

another user ID information.

[48] In an exemplary embodiment, if the user accesses a second service different from the

first service using second user ID information different from the first user ID in

formation through the first application 10, the application pairing unit 120 may

recognize that the first application 10 and the second application 20 are used by the

same user based on the application pairing information although the user does not

access the second service through the second application 20.

[49] The advertising providing unit 150 selects advertising corresponding to first service

use information, in other words, information related to the history of the first service

used by the user, and provides the selected advertising to the first application or the

second application paired with the user based on the application pairing information. In

an exemplary embodiment, the first service use information may include one or more



of log information, search information, and click history information in the first

service.

[50] If a user accesses a specific service in a specific terminal, searches information

related to specific goods, and clicks on the retrieved information through the ad

vertising providing unit 150, the user may be provided with advertising related to the

specific goods even in other terminals in addition to the corresponding terminal. For

example, when a user accesses any portal site in a mobile terminal in the state in which

the user has accessed the portal site in a computer, searched for information related to

jeans, and clicked on the retrieved information, the user may view advertising related

to the jeans.

[51] In other exemplary embodiments, after the application pairing unit 120 generates ap

plication pairing information through pairing and stores the generated application

pairing information, the advertising providing unit 150 may provide paired terminals

with advertising corresponding to second service use information using a second

service without an additional pairing process based on the generated application

pairing information although a user accesses the second service different from a first

service. That is, if the user accesses the first service through the first application 10 and

the second application 20 using the first user ID information and the first application

10 and the second application 20 are paired with the user, the advertising providing

unit 150 may select advertising corresponding to second service use information, in

other words, information related to the history of the second service used by the user,

and provide the selected advertising to the first application or the second application

paired with the user using the application pairing information. In an exemplary em

bodiment, the second service use information may include one or more of log in

formation, search information, and click history information in the second service.

[52] Through the operation of the system for user pairing between applications in ac

cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, corresponding ap

plications or terminals may be paired with a user although the user uses a plurality of

applications or a plurality of terminals, and advertising may be retargeted and provided

to the user through a plurality of applications or terminals by checking a service history

used by the user.

[53] As described above, the system for user pairing between applications in accordance

with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be applied to applications

included in different terminals and to different applications installed in the same

terminal. This is described with reference to FIGS. 2 to 4.

[54] FIGS. 2 and 3 are diagrams showing a first implementation example of the system

for user pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of

the present invention.



[55] FIGS. 2 and 3 show an example in which the system 100 for user pairing between

applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention is

applied to applications installed in different terminals 30 and 40.

[56] Referring to FIG. 2, if a user first accesses a specific service using a specific ID

through an application, such as a web browser installed in a computer 30, at step S201

and accesses the same service using the same ID through an application, such as a

mobile web browser installed in a mobile terminal 40 at step S202, the system 100 for

user pairing between applications pairs the web browser of the computer 30 and the

mobile web browser of the mobile terminal 40 with the user at step S203.

[57] After such a pairing process is performed, advertising related to long sleeved T-shirts

that the user has searched for and clicked on through the web browser of the computer

30 may be displayed in the mobile web browser of the mobile terminal 40, as shown in

FIG. 3.

[58] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a second implementation example of the system for user

pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[59] FIG. 4 shows an example in which the system 100 for user pairing between ap

plications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention is

applied to different applications 5 1 and 52 installed in the same terminal 50.

[60] Referring to FIG. 4, if a user first accesses a specific service using a specific ID

through an application, such as a mobile web browser 5 1 installed in a mobile terminal

50, at step S301 and accesses the same service using the same ID through an ap

plication, such as a mobile App 52 installed in the same mobile terminal 50, at step

S302, the system 100 for user pairing between applications pairs the mobile web

browser 5 1 and the mobile App 52 of the mobile terminal 50 with the user at step

S303.

[61] After such a pairing process is performed, advertising related to specific goods that

the user has searched for and clicked on through the mobile web browser 5 1 of the

mobile terminal 50 may be displayed in the mobile App 52 of the mobile terminal 50.

[62] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for user pairing between applications in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[63] The method for user pairing between applications of FIG. 5 in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention may be performed by the system for

user pairing between applications in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention which has been described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 4.

[64] Referring to FIG. 5, when the method for user pairing between applications in ac

cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present invention is started, if a user

accesses a first service using first user ID information through a first application at step



SI 1, the corresponding user is identified at step S12. If the user accesses the first

service using the first user ID information through a second application at step S13, the

corresponding user is identified at step S14.

[65] Next, it is recognized that the first application and the second application are used by

the same user based on the first user ID information, and the first application and the

second application are paired with the user at step S15.

[66] After the pairing is performed at step SI5, application pairing information is

generated at step S16 and stored at step S17.

[67] Thereafter, advertising corresponding to first service use information, in other words,

information related to the history of the first service used by the user, is selected at step

SI8. The selected advertising is provided to the first application or the second ap

plication paired with the user using the application pairing information at step S19.

[68] In the method for user pairing between applications shown in FIG. 5, a user pairing

process between applications is performed like in the system for user pairing between

applications shown in FIG. 1 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. Accordingly, a detailed description of the method is omitted because

the description of FIG. 1 is applied to the method without change unless specially

described otherwise. Like in FIG. 1, all the steps of the flowchart of FIG. 5 are not

essential steps. Some of the steps may be changed or deleted or one or more additional

steps may be added to the steps of FIG. 5 in other exemplary embodiments.

[69] Although specific embodiments of the present invention have been illustrated and

described, the technical spirit of the present invention is not limited to the ac

companying drawings and the description, and it is evident to those skilled in the art

that the present invention may be modified in various ways without departing from the

spirit of the present invention. The modifications should be construed as belonging to

the claims of the present invention within a range in which the spirit of the present

invention is not violated.
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Claims
[Claim 1] A system for user pairing between applications, comprising:

a user ID unit for identifying a user using a first user ID information of

the user who accesses a first service through a first application or a

second application;

an application pairing unit for recognizing that the first application and

the second application are used by an identical user based on the first

user ID information and pairing the first application and the second ap

plication with the user, if the user accesses the first service using the

first user ID information through the second application after accessing

the first service using the first user ID information through the first ap

plication; and

an application pairing information generation unit for generating ap

plication pairing information related to the pairing.

[Claim 2] The system of claim 1, wherein the application pairing unit pairs the

first application and the second application with the user by matching a

first Unique Device Identification (UDID) of the first application with a

second UDID of the second application based on the first user ID in

formation.

[Claim 3] The system of claim 1, wherein if the user accesses the first service

through a third application using the first user ID information, the ap

plication pairing unit recognizes that the first application, the second

application, and the third application are used by an identical user

based on the first user ID information and pairs the first application, the

second application, and the third application with the user.

[Claim 4] The system of claim 1, wherein if the user accesses a second service

different from the first service using a second user ID information

different from the first user ID information through the first application,

the application pairing unit recognizes that the first application and the

second application are used by an identical user using the application

pairing information although the user does not access the second

service through the second application.

[Claim 5] The system of claim 1, further comprising an advertising providing unit

for selecting an advertisement corresponding to a first service use in

formation that is information related to a history of the first service

used by the user and providing the advertisement to the first application

or the second application paired with the user using the application
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pairing information.

The system of claim 5, wherein the first service use information

comprises one or more of log information, search information, and

click history information in the first service.

The system of claim 4, further comprising an advertising providing unit

for selecting an advertisement corresponding to a second service use in

formation that is information related to a history of the second service

used by the user and providing the advertisement to the first application

or the second application paired with the user using the application

pairing information.

The system of claim 7, wherein the second service use information

comprises one or more of log information, search information, and

click history information in the second service.

The system of claim 1, wherein the first application and the second ap

plication are included in different terminals, resepectively.

The system of claim 1, wherein the first application and the second ap

plication are included in an identical terminal.

A method for user pairing between applications, comprising steps of:

identifying a user using a first user ID information of the user who

accesses a first service through a first application or a second ap

plication;

recognizing that the first application and the second application are

used by an identical user based on the first user ID information and

pairing the first application and the second application with the user, if

the user accesses the first service using the first user ID information

through the second application after accessing the first service using the

first user ID information through the first application; and

generating application pairing information related to the pairing.

The method of claim 11, wherein the pairing step comprises pairing the

first application and the second application with the user by matching a

first Unique Device Identification (UDID) of the first application with a

second UDID of the second application based on the first user ID in

formation.

The method of claim 11, further comprising a step of, if the user

accesses the first service through a third application using the first user

ID information, recognizing that the first application, the second ap

plication, and the third application are used by an identical user based

on the first user ID information and pairing the first application, the
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second application, and the third application with the user.

The method of claim 11, further comprising a step of, if the user

accesses a second service different from the first service using a second

user ID information different from the first user ID information through

the first application, recognizing that the first application and the

second application are used by an identical user using the application

pairing information although the user does not access the second

service through the second application.

The method of claim 11, further comprising a step of selecting an ad

vertisement corresponding to a first service use information that is in

formation related to a history of the first service used by the user and

providing the advertisement to the first application or the second ap

plication paired with the user using the application pairing information.

The method of claim 15, wherein the first service use information

comprises one or more of log information, search information, and

click history information in the first service.

The method of claim 14, further comprising a step of selecting an ad

vertisement corresponding to a second service use information that is

information related to a history of the second service used by the user

and providing the advertisement to the first application or the second

application paired with the user using the application pairing in

formation.

The method of claim 17, wherein the second service use information

comprises one or more of log information, search information, and

click history information in the second service.

The method of claim 11, wherein the first application and the second

application are included in different terminals, respectively.

The method of claim 11, wherein the first application and the second

application are included in an identical terminal.
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